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Synopsis
JOURNEY WITH ROBERT THURMAN IN BHUTAN: Buddhist Teachings and Meditations in the
Land of the Thunder Dragon takes you on an inner and outer journey deep into the heart of the last
remaining Buddhist kingdom, as it transitions into the world's newest democracy and develops to
optimize GNH, Gross National Happiness. Dr. Thurman leads an expedition to experiment with
Buddhism's scientific method while exploring Bhutan's unique culture.
Robert A.F. Tenzin Thurman is the first Westerner to be ordained a Tibetan Buddhist monk by His
Holiness The Dalai Lama, Je Tsong Khapa professor of Indo-Tibetan Studies at Columbia University,
and co-founder of Tibet House US, a nonprofit dedicated to the preservation of Tibetan civilization.
Time Magazine, which chose him as one of its 25 most influential Americans, described him as a
'larger than life scholar-activist destined to convey the Dharma, the precious teachings of
Siddhartha, from Asia to America.'
This intimate look at the Land of the Thunder Dragon explores Bhutan's sacred sites, where Dr.
Thurman oﬀers lively teachings and meditations that illuminate central principles of Buddhism,
including the Four Noble Truths, the wheel of life, the immediacy of death, and voidness and
compassion. Dr. Thurman also reveals the history of how Buddhism came to Bhutan and why its
system of education is essential to achieve Bhutan's goals for Gross National Happiness.
What is Nirvana? What is the nature of reality? How can you find freedom from suﬀering? Combining
an encyclopedic knowledge of ancient Buddhist texts and a modern sense of humor, Dr. Thurman
makes these profound, timeless and timely teachings accessible and entertaining to all.
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About Robert Thurman
Robert Thurman is Professor of Indo-Tibetan Buddhist Studies in the Department of Religion at
Columbia University, President of Tibet House US, a non-profit organization dedicated to the
preservation and promotion of Tibetan civilization, and President of the American Institute of
Buddhist Studies. The New York Times recently hailed him as "the leading American expert on
Tibetan Buddhism."
The first American to have been ordained a Tibetan Buddhist monk and a personal friend of the Dalai
Lama for over 40 years, Professor Thurman is a passionate advocate and spokesperson for the truth
regarding the current Tibet-China situation and the human rights violations suﬀered by the Tibetan
people under Chinese rule. His commitment to finding a peaceful, win-win solution for Tibet and
China inspired him to write his latest book, Why the Dalai Lama Matters: His Act of Truth as the
Solution for China, Tibet and the World, published in June of 2008.
Professor Thurman also translates important Tibetan and Sanskrit philosophical writings and
lectures and writes on Buddhism, particularly Tibetan Buddhism; on Asian history, particularly the
history of the monastic institution in the Asian civilization; and on critical philosophy, with a focus on
the dialogue between the material and inner sciences of the world's religious traditions.
Professor Thurman's scholarly and popular writings focus on the "inner revolution" that individuals
and societies successfully negotiate when they achieve enlightenment. He defines this inner
revolution as accurate insight into the true nature of reality and determined compassion for the
suﬀering beings. He also works toward what he terms a "Second Renaissance," which he sees
currently taking place as Western culture goes beyond the 14th century European discovery of the
natural sciences of the ancient Greeks that catalyzed the "first renaissance" to discover and apply in
practice the advanced "inner science" of ancient Indian culture.
Thurman's work and insights are grounded in more than 35 years of serious academic scholarship.
He has a B.A., A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard and has studied in Tibetan Buddhist
monasteries in India and the United States.
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About the Filmmakers

Emily Davidow and Joshua Davidow
Emily Davidow and Joshua Davidow are siblings and filmmakers who directed and produced
JOURNEY WITH ROBERT THURMAN IN BHUTAN and the upcoming JOURNEY WITH ROBERT
THURMAN IN MONGOLIA. These films follow author and scholar Dr. Tenzin Robert Thurman on an
educational, spiritual and intellectual pilgrimage through lands shaped by Tibetan Buddhism.
Joshua Davidow is the creator and producer of the Bob Thurman Podcast and the Bob Thurman
Video Podcast, which reach an audience of 5,000 viewers per episode. Josh worked in live television
production on the Oxygen Network and holds degrees from New York University in dramatic writing
and the University of Auckland for screen production.
Emily Davidow, designer and entrepreneur, founded Digital Elements to design, develop and
distribute emerging media and technologies. She launched BeHOME, a pioneering online retail home
furnishings business and Home Theater stores which led to patented home theater designs she has
licensed to manufacturers worldwide. She designed and produced the website for Dr. Thurman’s
recent book, Why the Dalai Lama Matters. She holds a bachelors degree in Chinese Studies from
Wellesley College.
Both Josh and Emily recently moved from New York City to New Zealand, parts of which look a lot
like the lush kingdom of Bhutan.
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Directors’ Statement
Journey with Robert Thurman in Bhutan: Buddhist Teachings and Meditations in the Land of
the Thunder Dragon is not a travelogue, but a pilgrimage in the truest sense of the word, as defined
by Lama Anagarika Govinda in The Way of the White Clouds:
A pilgrimage distinguishes itself from an ordinary journey by the fact that it does not
pursue a fixed aim or a limited purpose, but that it carries its meaning in itself, by relying
on an inner urge which operates on two planes, on the physical as well as on the spiritual
plane. It is a movement not only in the outer, but equally in the inner space, a movement
whose spontaneity is that of the nature of all life, i.e. of all that grows continually beyond
its momentary form, a movement that always starts from an invisible inner core.
Although Buddhism is often studied as religion, what excites us is the scientific method it applies to
studying the nature of reality. How accessible it is, and how eﬀective it can make you in your own
life. How modern science is now coming to the same understandings expressed in the earliest
Buddhist texts and teachings.
The problems the whole world is facing today — collapse of the environment, economies, social
injustice and inequality — are all deeply interconnected and cannot be resolved at the same level of
thinking that got us into them. But a shift in consciousness changes us from the inside out, and in so
doing, the world.
Bhutan’s framework of Gross National Happiness is a bold step for developing in alignment with
what truly matters that has inspired a wellspring of Genuine Progress Indicator initiatives around the
world. What would it take to realize these goals?
We hope that the film will spark conversations about what we do believe, what we’re told is real,
what we think about ourselves and what we think is important in the world. We hope it will provide
insight into Buddhist teachings, build bridges of understanding with Bhutan, and inspire a deeper
understanding of happiness for individual and society that ultimately leaves you feeling happier for
having watched it.
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